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Obituary for Kevin Reynolds 
Kevin John Reynolds a resident of Hyde Park, passed away
on September 17, 2016 at the age of 62. Kevin was born
October 19, 1953 in New York City to the late Virginia
(Sullivan) and John D. Reynolds. Kevin was employed until
his retirement with the Westchester County Department of
Corrections. Visitation will be Friday from 2 to 5 & 7 to 9 pm.
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Life Story for Kevin Reynolds 
Kevin Reynolds is the loving brother to Mary Lackowitz,
Timothy Reynolds and Joan Divine. He is also the loving
uncle to Gregory, Jillian, Kristin, Christine and Dennis. It was
a pleasure to be a great-uncle to his great-niece Jacqueline
and his great-nephew Mateo. Kevin recently retired from the
Westchester County Correction Department where he
developed many friendships throughout his career. He was
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developed many friendships throughout his career. He was
planning on traveling on traveling to see where he wanted to
put down roots for the next chapter of his life. God had
different plans for Kevin. Kevin now resides in Heaven with
the rest of his loving family. We are all feeling the loss!
Kevin's nephews Greg and Kevin always had a special bond
from the day Greg was born Kevin was Greg's uncle and
Godfather. He was the son Kevin never had. They laughed
together and loved going to the movies together. Kevin relied
on his brother Timothy and Tim's wife Susan for many things.
They were always ready, willing and able to help Kevin with
everything. Kevin and Tim had a special love for each other.
Kevin's sister Joan will miss him and loves him very much.
Since his retirement he was able to bond with his niece
Kristin and his great-niece Jacqueline. They took long walks
and had great talks. I, his sister Mary will miss worrying about
him! To all the people who are reading this, we his family
want you to know how much Kevin was loved. How much he
will be missed but we take comfort in knowing he is at peace!
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